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Abstract: To achieve sustainable development goals, it is essential to include the industrial system.
There are sufficient numbers of tools and methods for measuring, assessing and improving the quality,
productivity and efficiency of production, but the number of tools and methods for environmental
initiatives on the shop floor is rather low. Incorporating environmental considerations into production
and performance management systems still generally involves a top-down approach aggregated
for an entire manufacturing plant. Green lean studies have been attempting to fill this gap to some
extent, but the lack of detailed methodologies and practical tools for environmental manufacturing
improvement on the shop floor is still evident. This paper reports on the application of four
environmental assessment tools commonly used among Swedish manufacturing companies—Green
Performance Map (GPM), Environmental Value Stream Mapping (EVSM), Waste Flow Mapping
(WFM), and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)—to help practitioners and scholars to understand the
different features of each tool, so in turn the right tool(s) can be selected according to particular
questions and the industrial settings. Because there are some overlap and differences between the
tools and a given tool may be more appropriate to a situation depending on the question posed,
a combination of tools is suggested to embrace different types of data collection and analysis to
include different environmental impacts for better prioritization and decision-making.

Keywords: sustainable manufacturing; environmental assessment tool; green lean

1. Introduction

Examining different sustainability definitions associated with industrial systems, such as sustainable
manufacturing [1], sustainable production [2] or corporate sustainability [3], the importance of the
manufacturing in sustainable development is perceived. However, environmental considerations
in manufacturing and performance management systems mostly involve an aggregated top-down
approach to the entire plant, that often emanating from a separate environmental department.
This approach contrasts with the core areas of old-school production systems, such as productivity,
quality, delivery precision and cost efficiency, which are considered via both bottom-up and top-down
strategies. Additionally, environmental operations improvement has received insufficient attention
i.e., there are many tools and methods to measure, assess and improve quality, productivity and
efficiency in manufacturing, while relatively few tools and methods exist that specifically target
environmental initiatives on the shop floor [4,5]. Green lean studies have attempted to fill this gap
with some tools for environmental initiatives on an operational level [6,7], but a lack of detailed
methodologies and selection of practical tools when improving the environmental operations and
sustainability performance of manufacturing remains.
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This paper reports on the application of four environmental assessment tools: Green Performance
Map (GPM), Environmental Value Stream Map (EVSM), Waste Flow Mapping (WFM) and Life Cycle
Assessment (LCA), which are commonly used among Swedish manufacturing companies. A short
description of each tool is given in Section 2.2. These tools were applied at the same manufacturing
process at the same company to solve a particular environmental (and operational) issue related to
material efficiency and metal scrap generation of the vehicle frame production process. The authors
have earlier applied these tools on several companies of various sizes with different industrial
challenges, but none have compared the performance of these tools on the same case. Therefore,
the objective of this paper is to help practitioners and scholars to understand the different features
of each tool, so in turn (a) right tool(s) can be selected according to particular questions and the
industrial settings i.e., variables such as the industrial activity, data accessibility, and staff engagement
level and competence. In this paper, these tools are compared to investigate their application and to
enable a more precise understanding of the issues involved; however, the intention is not to select a
superior tool. Moreover, this study neither deals with material selection nor product design, rather
with selecting the best environmental assessment tool for the operational problem posed. Although
the empirical focus was on material efficiency and metal scrap reduction, other environmental aspects
such as energy use and hazardousness were considered when evaluating, comparing and discussing
the tools. Therefore, metal scrap generation in this paper could be seen as an example (demonstrator)
for deploying these tools. To fulfill the research objective, two main research questions were posed:
(1) what features enables environmental improvements in manufacturing and how those fit into the
selected tools? (2) how can these tools be applied in practice?

2. Theoretical Framework

2.1. Moving from Sustainability Concepts to Practical Tools

Although manufacturing companies have been adopting environmental considerations in their
production systems since the 1960s [8], environmental improvement thinking and decision-making
still most commonly use a top-down approach and environmental data are aggregated for the
entire plant on a yearly basis, primarily for the purpose of environmental reporting to authorities
and external stakeholders [9], or on a product basis for eco-design purposes, or as an evaluation
for marketing. Environmental improvement actions are usually implemented as projects by the
environment department and not as an integrated part of continuous improvement activities in work
units. However, Cherrafi et al. [10], Dües et al. [11] report tendencies toward a change e.g., in new ISO
standards and operative green lean developments.

Environmental assessment and management can be related to different levels of the decision
hierarchy [12]. Tools and methods can be linked to a conceptual level with broad and long-term
goals, to the supply chain and local industry level, to an operation or a process, or to the lowest
level of operational improvements on the shop floor. Previous studies have shown that there are
few practical tools appropriate for the operational level that can regularly assess, manage and
improve the environmental sustainability of an operation via a bottom-up approach [4,13]. Therefore,
developing tools should focus on the operational level and shop floor, where resources are consumed
and actual manufacturing is performed, causing a variety of environmental impacts. Bridging
the gap between operational and environmental management requires a set of tools to support
collaboration between different functions (internal and external), systematic work procedures and
problem solving to promote easy learning, and time efficiency [14,15]. These criteria are essential for
mutual understanding, intra-organizational communication, improving performance and becoming a
learning organization [16]. However, most environmental assessment tools and methods are complex
and require expert knowledge of environment management, making it difficult to integrate and apply
them into daily continuous improvement work (Kaizen). Studies on green lean manufacturing have
(to some degree) bridged this gap by integrating environmental sustainability goals into lean-based
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production systems [6,17]. Lean principles, such as continuous improvement (Kaizen), visualization,
go-to-gemba (i.e., going to the shop floor where problems occur), simplicity in use and learning,
and increased engagement of different functions, have been successfully applied and have improved
operations and environmental performance in manufacturing (see e.g., Zokaei et al. [7], Dües et al. [11],
Wu et al. [18] and Diane et al. [19]). Therefore, a production system based on an integrated green
lean philosophy is likely to have high potential for environmental improvements, as the culture
of continuous improvement, engagement and waste elimination are already inherited from lean
production [9,20]. This goes hand-in-hand with selected tools which are mainly based on lean principles
with focus on shop floor.

Overall, the differences in utility of tools and the overlaps between the available tools in previous
literature motivated us to compare the most commonly used environmental assessment tools
among large international manufacturing companies located in Sweden (in line with the goal of
the study). The selected tools have been previously used by the authors in different studies in several
manufacturing companies in Sweden (see e.g., Kurdve et al. [21]) for WFM, Zackrisson et al. [22] for
LCA, Shahbazi and Wiktorsson [23] for GPM and Kurdve et al. [24] for EVSM). The selected tools
are mainly based on lean principles, have bottom-up approach and are mainly focused on shop floor.
Therefore, there are some attributes similar to other tools presented in previous literature, see Table 1.
For instance, GPM and WFM are similar to tools developed by Zokaei et al. [7]. Among the selected
tools, LCA has a more holistic view of environmental aspects and their impact, is not entirely based on
lean principles and is slightly more complicated than the other tools (although screening LCA can be
used for simpler use), but it was deliberately selected to broaden the analysis.

Table 1. Similar tools identified in the literature.

Tools Applied Common Level of Use * Tools with Some Level of Similarity

LCA Product level Chemical Risk Assessment, Eco-strategy Wheel,
Energy Mapping

WFM Line/site level Material Flow Analysis, Logistic Handling, Material
Handling Analysis, Material Energy Waste Map

GPM Cell level Material Flow Cost Accounting, System Boundary
Map and Green Impact Matrix

EVSM Line level Green Big Picture

* All tools might be applied at all levels; however, the table indicates the common level of use.

Previous research on green lean and environmental assessment tools, suggests that a tool benefits
from the following essential features to enable environmental improvements in manufacturing:

• Being hands-on and operational [25], supporting collaboration and understanding between
different internal and external actors [26,27];

• Being easy to learn and implement, visualization [28], time efficiency, continuous improvement
and engagement [29];

• Including root cause analysis [30], be harmonized with ISO 14001 [31,32] and support the
go-to-gemba concept [33];

• Being goal-oriented, supporting measurements [34], and being focused on a limited area of
influence while supporting systematic work procedures (standardized work) [35].

2.2. Summary of Included Tools

Here, the selected tools are briefly described. A deeper description of each tool is given in the
Supplementary Material.
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2.2.1. Green Performance Map

The GPM [36] is a hands-on tool based on lean principles and green manufacturing concepts
aiming to support team level improvements. The tool follows the input and output model to identify,
analyze, assess and visualize a variety of environmental aspects of an operation. The flow of input
material is divided into productive materials (which are the primary product material), process
materials, energy and water consumption; the flow of output is divided into emissions and noise,
consumed water, products and residuals. GPM has been reported to be effective for Swedish
manufacturing companies, e.g., by Kurdve and Wiktorsson [37]; Shahbazi and Wiktorsson [23],
while is similar to tools used internationally by e.g., Pampanelli et al. [38], Sawhney et al. [39] and
Zokaei et al. [7].

2.2.2. Environmental Value Stream Mapping

EVSM [40] not only maps the operation aspects, such as process, information flows, inventory
levels and time associated with production (such as lead time and takt time), but also visualizes
environmental aspects, such as material and waste flows and energy and water consumption.
It also considers correlated environmental impacts according to the company’s environmental
management system and annual targets. Examples of studies using EVSM include Torres and Gati [41],
Müller et al. [42], Posselt et al. [43], Gunduz and Fahmi Naser [44] and Dadashzadeh and Wharton [45],
among others.

2.2.3. Waste Flow Mapping

WFM [21] resembles material flow analysis but applied on a micro-level (site, line or cell).
This method follows current state analysis principles and includes three phases: (1) mapping of waste
generation points and fractions, on-site data collection through observations, interviews, deploying
eco-mapping [46] and sorting analysis [47] and logistics and waste-handling data collection; (2) material
efficiency analysis for each segment, including waste hierarchy, material segmentation, and root cause
analysis to determine the causes of material losses; (3) analysis of efficiency in each waste management
sub-process and assessment of waste material handling analysis [48], showing losses in terms of
equipment and workers utilization.

2.2.4. Life Cycle Assessment

LCA can be considered the broadest environmental assessment tool with the smallest connection
to lean principles among the selected tools. LCA assesses significant environmental aspects and their
impact from extraction to production, use and end-of-life phase via a holistic approach with the life
cycle perspective. LCA can be deployed in ways ranging from a quick LCA using generic data from
databases to a full LCA with a high level of detail. In this study, screening LCA was performed which
is relevant to the shop level (in line with other tools) and allows fair comparison of the tools. Input
and output data across the system boundaries were collected, validated and normalized. Examples
of studies deploying LCA in manufacturing include Cheung et al. [49]; Zhang and Haapala [50];
Thammaraksa et al. [51], among others.

3. Materials and Methods

This research is based on a single case study at a large manufacturing company in Sweden,
which provided an in-depth understanding [52]. The selection of the case company was based on
the company’s environmental management system, environmental goals, reputation and interest in
achieving sustainability improvements in operation. Additionally, one of the current environmental
goals of this company is to increase resource efficiency. For empirical data collection and analysis,
a process of manufacturing vehicle frames (consisting of a pair of beams) was selected. The process
uses metal as productive material and generates metal scrap and limited amounts of combustible
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waste, including plastic, bio-waste, paper and wood. The operation process includes metal sheet
bending, punching, plasma cutting, blasting, phosphating, painting, heat treatment, and shipping
to customers. Finished vehicle frames are sent to an in-plant assembly line or shipped to external
plants worldwide. The four shift teams with nine operators and a team leader each, three technicians,
a production planner, a production manager, the plant environmental manager, a purchaser and a
quality controller were consulted in this case.

Data were collected on the material value chain and information flow, as well as scrap volumes,
costs and revenues, statistics from an external waste management entrepreneur, final treatment
options, and transportation modes; other necessary data were obtained from environmental reports.
Empirical data collection involved multiple sources of evidence including participant observations,
on-site walkthroughs, archival review, in-depth interviews (between 30–90 min) and discussions with
experts, ensuring data triangulation. Two authors spent two weeks in the studied manufacturing
process, participated in meetings and morning briefs, reviewed internal environmental and operational
reports and discussed and interviewed different functions including internal environmental manager
at the factory level, external environmental manager at the enterprise level, operators, team
manager, production manager, waste management entrepreneurs, production planner and production
technicians. The document reviews helped to realize a basic insight into companies, their overall
strategy and environmental targets and current improvement projects. To be able to deploy the
tools, a case study focus based on the current environmental and operational problem at the
company was selected i.e., material efficiency and metal scrap generation. The case study focus was
supposed to provide answers to question including which sub-process has the largest environmental
impact? How much scrap is generated in this process and the respective sub-processes and why?
And what improvements can be made to move towards circularity, decreasing scrap generation and
environmental impact?

In addition to the empirical study, a structured literature review of environmental assessment
tools was carried out. The literature search was conducted in both the scientific databases and grey
literature. The literature selection method used a keyword search regarding relevant tools, followed by
abstract review and full-text reading. The search incorporated the keywords “lean and green” “green
lean” and “environmental assessment”, along with combinations with terms “tool”, “approach” and
“methods”. The search was focused on papers published between 2005 and 2018 addressing a situation
similar to that in the Swedish manufacturing industry; however, papers outside of this scope were also
included in the study. This search was compounded with a qualitative upstream and downstream
search of the references in the selected articles.

Data collection and analysis were conducted iteratively to ensure the necessary adjustments.
The collected data were continuously summarized in case study protocols and project members
were consulted. The empirical findings were also compared with existing literature to enhance
understanding of the similarities and differences relative to other studies. To ensure validity and
reliability, measures suggested by Yin [52] were adopted, including collection of data from a variety
of sources, such as observation, document reviews, interviews and discussions using different tools.
The validity was further strengthened by peer examination of collected data and results in different
time stages by authors, industrial practitioners, project members and research fellows. The structure
followed a logical design with a defined problem statement composed by the company and researchers.
Figure 1 depicts the research process.

The main implication of this article and the single case study is qualitative and include analytic
generalizations [52]. Thus, the replication of achieved results at similar manufacturing companies is
expected. Furthermore, the empirical data in this article relate to a large global manufacturing company
in the automotive industry located in Sweden; hence, while the results may not be generalizable to
completely different industries or to similar manufacturing companies outside of Sweden, it can be
assumed that the achieved results represent relevant empirical evidence. In addition, environmental
costs, standards and regulations as well as organizational factors such as environmental consciousness
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and manufacturing culture, vary greatly over time and across geographic areas. Consequently, results
of similar studies could differ over time and in different locations. Additionally, in line with analytic
generalization in qualitative research, the single case study represents a case with an opportunity to
observe, test and analyze a phenomenon (here environmental assessment tools) that few have studied
before [53]. A single case study with an informative approach captures the circumstances and different
criteria (see Table 2; Table 4) of an everyday situation (here, manufacturing) [52].
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4. Empirical Deployment of Tools

This section presents the results and comparison of tools in terms of use experience and features,
which are summarized in Table 2. A complete description of tool deployment is given in the
Supplementary Material.

4.1. Green Performance Map

GPM was used according to the structure presented by Bellgran et al. [36] to identify and assess
various environmental aspects, although with some limitations in quantification. The overall operation
process was divided into seven sub-processes to be studied individually in detail. Hence an overall
process level GPM as well as seven detailed sub-process GPMs were mapped. Figure 2 illustrates
the GPMs at the two levels. This categorization was based on the types of processes, human
resourcing and the production layout. The sub-process GPMs and an overall GPM data were then
compared, and differences, inputs and outputs were aligned to capture missing information. Collecting
quantitative data on costs and environmental aspects was challenging, particularly at a detailed level for
sub-processes. For instance, determining the energy consumption at each sub-process was impractical,
although the overall number was available. This number for material and scrap-related data was
relatively easier to obtain on a sub-process level. It was also challenging to prioritize improvement
actions considering the environmental impacts, costs, and resource requirements. From a conventional
operations improvement perspective, although GPM improvement reduces cost, it did not improve
lean aspects such as production flow, inventory or information flow.
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Table 2. Cross-comparison of tools in terms of use experience and features.

Tools GPM EVSM WFM LCA

Result type

• Overview of material and energy
flows at process and sub-process level
• Qualitative results in the form of

environmental aspects for each
sub-process

• Focus on the amount, location and
type of scrap

• Overview of the operation
• Information flow regarding

production
• Supplier and customer information

• Total amount of waste
• Cost of waste bins, handling

and transport
• Sorting degree of different

material fractions
• Categorization, quantification and

localization of scrap

• Quantitative results at the site level in
the form of calculated environmental

impacts, e.g., climate impacts
• Overview of material and energy flows

at the site level
• Transportation and end-of-life

information

Operation level (site,
process, cell) Overall process and sub-process/cell Entire process from coil to

finished frame
Entire process from coil to

finished frame

Entire process from coil to finished frame
(cradle-to-gate model from site/process

and database data)
Environmental aspects

included
All flows (mainly those seen on the

shop floor)
Specific selected material flows, (in this

case metal scrap)
All types of materials and waste, but in

this case with a focus on metals
All types of resources, usually with focus

on significant environmental impacts

Time required for data
collection and analysis

(this study)

2–4 h for an expert
30 man-hours of operators’ time

2–4 h for an expert
20 man-hours of operators/technician’s

time

2 days for an expert
35 man-hours of technician’s time

5 days for an expert, excluding most data
collection

10 man-hours of technician time, in
addition to the use of data from other

tools
End-of-life scenario Partially included Not included Included Included

Software demand (price) No software No software needed but e.g., Visio
recommended for drawings

No software; Microsoft Excel needed
for calculations

LCA software (SimaPro/Gabi/Open
LCA) and databases

Visualization type

• provide quick understanding of
processes and correlated environmental

aspects
• One-page input and output for

material and energy flow

• Process flow and one environmental
parameter

• Ecomap shows waste generation
points

• Waste-sorting analysis via pie chart
• Waste-handling logistics via spaghetti

diagram

• System boundary figure showing
process flow
• Eco-profile

• Environmental impacts at midpoint or
endpoint level in absolute or relative

terms
• Software-dependent graphs

Guidance documents Handbook available Reports by the US-EPA Handbook available ISO 14044, ILCD Handbook

Ease of learning
(knowledge requirements

and days)

Easy to learn and implement. Needs
• Workshop leader
• Lean experience

• One-day introduction

Easy to use. Needs
• Workshop leader
• One-week training

Slightly difficult due to variety of tools.
Needs

• Environmental manager or similar
function

• One to two days

Difficult. Needs
• Expert

• Several days

Supporting Go-to-gemba Takes place at shop floor via
walkthroughs Requires shop floor visit Requires shop floor visit

Data normally not found at shop floor,
but a factory visit is recommended to

understand and complement data

Employee engagement Increased engagement in improvement
actions on the shop floor

Increased engagement in improvement
actions on the shop floor

Increased engagement in improvement
actions on the shop floor
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GPM and how two different levels correlate.

4.2. Environmental Value Stream Mapping

EVSM was conducted following the structure presented by the EPA [40] with a focus on scrap
generation. The EVSM also used the same sub-process categorization as the GPM. Based on further
investigations, causes of scrap were divided into three categories: (1) design, (2) set up and processing
and (3) quality. A notable drawback of using EVSM relates to the number of environmental aspects
considered; it was challenging to include an additional environmental aspect (e.g., energy consumption)
due to the difficulty of collecting additional data, along with the complexity of visualization. Therefore,
Figure 3 depicts only metal scrap generation.Sustainability 2019, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 23 
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Design scrap (Y) included designed waste material that is inevitable to avoid, such as holes from a
punching machine to fulfill design requirements. Set-up scrap (Z) included scrap due to the machine’s
set-up or manufacturing processes (technology). Some examples are scrap from a plasma-cutting
machine or a from steel-forming machine during the first round of changing the product’s specifications
to fulfill the process capability. Quality scrap (X) included all scrap due to quality failures, insufficient
inspections and human errors. The EVSM also provided a flow analysis with lead time and buffer sizes.

4.3. Waste Flow Mapping

WFM was performed according to Kurdve et al. [21] to study different waste and material
flows, with focus on the metal segment. In addition to data from internal waste management, waste
management entrepreneurs, quality, maintenance and purchasing systems, data from 2015 and 2016
were also included to analyze an overview of the operation, scrap generation rate, bins and their
contents. The process was divided into the same sub-processes as EVSM and GPM. An eco-map was
created to understand the machinery, equipment and production flow as well as to localize the different
types of waste bins (Figure 4). In addition, bins and containers contents were inspected and analyzed
in terms of amount and sorting degree, while quality scrap generation points received extra analysis.
Root cause analysis was then performed for the major scrap sources. Moreover, the transportation
infrastructure was investigated and waste handling losses were found.
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4.4. Life Cycle Assessment

A screening LCA was conducted for the entire vehicle frame manufacturing process with focus on
impacts from the use of materials, energy, water, waste and hazardous materials. The screening LCA
involved only the core data on the manufacturing process. Material composition and assumptions
about the included phases of the life cycle are specified, but generic datasets from databases were
used for all background data. While the LCA consisted of the required four stages: (1) goal and scope,
(2) data inventory, (3) impact assessment, and 4) interpretation, the execution was modified from
ISO 14044 [54] to benefit from joint data collection. Hence, the first two stages, i.e., goal and scope
and data inventory, were performed using previously collected data from GPM, EVSM and WFM.
Then additional data were collected to achieve a holistic scope of the environmental aspects. In the
interpretation stage, results from other tools were also included to have a system perspective.
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Figure 5 depicts the scope of the performed LCA for one vehicle frame, where the functional
unit was “one vehicle frame”. The system boundary includes the input material production (cradle)
as well as the vehicle frame production and waste handling at the factory (gate). In coherence
with the general rules of the EPD system [55], a cut off is done for recycled waste, i.e., the recycled
waste belongs to the next product system. This practice allows to add product life cycles without
double-counting emissions and resources. Internal and external transportation shown by arrows was
included based on the availability of data. The product owner was involved in the interpretation stage
but to a lesser degree than usual, instead operational practitioners reviewed the results and supported
the interpretation.
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4.5. Comparison on Tool Deployment

Comparing the experience of using the tools, Table 2 shows overlaps and differences in several
features. LCA differs the most from the other tools, since (1) it is traditionally focused on products
(instead of processes), (2) it usually includes a broader scope of environmental aspects and therefore
requires more time, (3) it requires more expertise and knowledge, (4) it is less associated with
operational management and lean principles such as go-to-gemba, and (5) it requires specialized
software and supporting databases. The overlapping features mainly include: (1) using quantitative
and qualitative data (2) visualizing the environmental issues of concern on the same level, (3) including
the entire process, although GPM can be used even at the cell or sub-process level, and (4) being based
on a handbook or a guide to application.

GPM and LCA can focus on all environmental aspects and costs associated with them, whereas
WFM concentrates only on waste and material flows. EVSM can consider various environmental
aspects; however, our experience showed that it was cumbersome and confusing to consider more than
one at the time. In terms of material and waste flows, EVSM did not include an end-of-life scenario
i.e., how waste is treated afterwards such as recycling, reuse, and remanufacturing.

Comparing the tools in term of visualization, EVSM and WFM integrate the manufacturing
process with environmental aspects for a better understanding, whereas GPM includes an input-output
visualized model and LCA shows the environmental impacts at the site level. Some level of expertise
was needed for all the tools, although this was much higher for LCA. Furthermore, fewer resources,
including time, man-hours and expertise were required to carry out GPM, EVSM and WFM compared
to LCA, i.e., the former tools required a workshop leader and several hours of practice to understand
data collection and analytical methods. GPM was more dependent on operators’ participation and
shop floor walkthroughs than the other tools, even though walkthroughs (go-to-gemba) are essential
for EVSM and WFM, but unnecessary for LCA. GPM, EVSM and WFM in addition to go-to-gemba,
engage management and employees on daily continuous improvement (Kaizen) of the problem while
LCA does not. Using GPM, EVSM and WFM for environmental sustainability improvements in
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manufacturing is more in harmony with lean principles than LCA, but those do not result in a holistic
product/process view.

In addition, there is a potential risk that if the GPM, EVSM and WFM tools are not supported with
an impact assessment when selecting or prioritizing environmental aspects, then the improvement
actions will not be focused on the most important matters. It is vital to match the complexity of a given
problem with the precision and completeness of a method or tool.

5. Case Results and Discussion

This section reports and discussed empirical results achieved applying the tools in practice with
regards to our case study focus: Material efficiency and metal scrap generation. Therefore, this
section presents results we achieved using each tool to answer case study questions including which
sub-process has the largest environmental impact? How much scrap is generated in this process
and the respective sub-processes and why? And what improvements can be made to move towards
circularity, decreasing scrap generation and environmental impact?

5.1. Green Performance Map

Analyzing the production process using GPM, helped to identifying different types of environmental
aspects and their relative importance based on the company’s operational and environmental goals,
in both the overall process and detailed sub-process levels. Focusing on only one level would
have caused neglecting some environmental aspects. The results suggested five areas to start with
improvement actions (labelled with red tags):

• Energy consumption for compressed air, hydraulic systems, painting and heat treatment;
• Hazardous materials, including chemicals and lubricants;
• Processed water from heat treatment, including phosphating and blasting;
• Scrap generation and waste of productive material;
• Noise from punching machines.

In addition to these five areas, GPM identified other environmental aspects with less critical impact
(labelled with yellow tags), such as waste of painting powder, incorrect sorting, packaging issues,
health and safety risk issues, and waste of consumable equipment (e.g., safety gloves and glasses).
At the overall operation process level—from coil to shipping to customer—detailed quantitative data
on scrap generation could be obtained, but quantitative data related to noise and material consumption
remained unobtainable. At the sub-process level, it was even more difficult to obtain quantitative data,
for example on material consumption and waste generation, energy consumption and noise made.

According to the GPMs performed on a sub-process level, metal sheet bending and plasma cutting
produce the most scrap. This was based on a qualitative speculation, because it was challenging to
use GPM for collecting quantitative data on the number of scrapped frames and their environmental
impacts. Therefore, the qualitative speculation on the most scrap generation sub-processes turned out
to be not entirely correct. It became clear later (via using EVSM) that GPM did not correctly prioritize
punching machines as the most scrap generating sub-process (however plasma cutting and metal sheet
bending are the third and fourth most scrap generating sub-processes) and did not locate the root
cause of scrap generation; for example, scraps generated due to quality failure in surface treatment
were identified in the shipping stage, meaning that a pair of vehicle frames that should have been
scraped after the surface treatment, had gone through all the other processes wasting energy and
materials as well as production time. Nevertheless, GPM engaged personnel in improvement actions.

5.2. Environmental Value Stream Mapping

Visualizing different material flows on EVSM and then adding energy made the EVSM complicated;
therefore, only metal scrap flows were taken into consideration in this tool. However, energy statistics
were collected using energy mapping tools. From an environmental perspective with focus on one
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aspect—scrap generation—, EVSM helped to understand the type, volume and reasons for scrap
generation in each sub-process, i.e., localization (where), quantification (how much), categorization to
quality, set up or design scrap (why). This provided a good starting point for improvement measures.
The results further determined that quality scrap should be prioritized as it had the highest scrap
generation proportion and associated cost; almost all sub-processes generate quality scrap. The most
quality scraps were generated by the punching machines (27%), followed by surface treatment (22%),
plasma cutting (19%), and metal sheet forming (17%). Surface treatment included blasting, phosphating,
painting and paint curing oven. Reasons for scrap generation within these operations were identified
afterwards, e.g., half of the frames scrapped after surface treatment had paint lumps. Although
the focus was on material, the investigation showed that surface treatment consumes one-third of
total plant energy consumption. In addition to environmental data, EVSM also showed traditional
production-related data such as takt time, lead time, first time through (95% with 3.5% product
reworked and 1.5% scrap) and overall equipment effectiveness (OEE). The process has a high OEE
(~80%), however it is expected for such a semi-automated, low-complexity and high-volume process.

5.3. Waste Flow Mapping

To a large extent, the results achieved by WFM overlapped with those from GPM and EVSM,
particularly concerning scrap volumes and waste handling at each sub-process. However, WFM
also analyzed inefficiencies in waste management and transportation. It indicated a high degree of
waste-sorting with an average of 88%, with improvement potential to 95%. Moreover, metal scraps are
sent (with lower revenue) to open-loop recycling, resulting in a 100% recycling rate. Figure 6 illustrates
the waste-sorting analyses. The pie chart shows the waste segments produced in the studied process
with their respective percentages. Data for scrap generation and production rate during the period
between 2015 and 2016 were used to estimate the volumes and analyze the root cause. The calculated
scrap generation rate is shown in Table 3.
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A vertical analysis of the handling and costs of waste management was performed based on
interviews. The bins used were typically “dumping hoppers” for metals and transparent plastic bins
for plastic waste, wood and combustibles. There were essentially no mixed metals bins. Other scrap
metal collection points contained obsolete material, scrapped equipment and construction material.
The metal scraps are transported to the environmental zone by two internal forklifts (one large and one
regular), and then from there external transport of scraps is performed on demand every other day by
the waste management entrepreneur. Shipping containers off-site typically use half of the maximum
load of the truck. It is estimated that the forklifts are used two to three hours per week for waste
management purposes. With 144 h of operating time per week, the relative cost is estimated to be 2%
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of the annual investment, plus 3 h/week of operator time. The average load of trucks is low, especially
for one type of cutting (3.9 tons/truck load). Hazardous material is also internally transported by a
forklift to the environmental zone, and phosphating baths are collected in tanks and emptied by pipes
to tank truck transport. Some fraction required expensive handling vehicles on site i.e., a suction tank
and crane trucks.

Table 3. Metal scrap generation analysis.

2015 2016

% of Total
Scrap

% of Total Material
Consumption in Vehicle

Frame Production

% of Total
Scrap

% of Total Material
Consumption in Vehicle

Frame Production

Design scrap 59% 4.5% 64% 5.4%
Set-up scrap 1% 0.1% 1% 0.1%
Quality scrap 40% 3.1% 35% 3%

Total 7.73% 8.5%

5.4. Life Cycle Assessment

LCA used previously collected data via the other tools and complemented them with additional
data mainly from environmental data systems. Simapro software and the Ecoinvent database were
used to analyze and quantify different environmental aspects including climate impact, eutrophication,
acidification and smog. Figure 7 illustrates the climate impacts of the studied process from the cradle
(material production) to the gate at the factory. The thickness of the arrows corresponds to the climate
impact measured in carbon dioxide equivalents from each part. In the lower left corner of the process
boxes, emissions in kilograms of CO2 equivalents are given. As shown in Figure 7, the production
phase of steels coil (raw material) has the greatest climate impact. However, concentrating on the
manufacturing phase only (vehicle frame production), quality scrap generation has the greatest
environmental impact. For instance, both design scrap and quality scrap have greater climate impacts
than production of the coating powder. The set-up scrap has slightly lower climate impacts than coating
powder production. Energy use during production has a slightly lower climate impact than inbound
steel transportation. Conclusions above are consistent for other impact categories of ground-level
ozone, acidification and eutrophication.
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5.5. Cross Comparison

Comparing the empirical results achieved by applying the tools in practice with regard to our
case study focus—material efficiency and metal scrap generation— indicates differences between
the tools in both system boundaries (how much of the production system was considered) and
which impact category/-ies was/were considered. For example, with regards to transportation:
LCA includes transportation and the associated impacts from all operations within the scope; the
WFM includes waste management transportation but not inbound material; and GPM and EVSM
can include transportation if it is included as an operation in the process or as an environmental
aspect. With regard to the impact category, WFM focuses on waste and material flows; LCA and GPM
handle many different impact categories; EVSM considers various environmental aspects, but our
experience showed that it was cumbersome and confusing to do so while collecting and analyzing data.
In addition, EVSM did not include an end-of-life scenario, i.e., how waste is treated afterwards, such as
recycling, reuse, and remanufacturing, which directly correlates to environmental impact. Therefore,
our experience concludes that with GPM and LCA, different environmental impact categories can be
studied, whereas WFM focuses on one impact category (waste), and with EVSM, it is better to focus on
one impact category at a time.

As mentioned earlier, this paper does not intend to select one tool as superior to the others.
The results suggest that there is no such thing as “one right tool”. Instead, we advocate using a
combination of tools, each of which has different strengths and weaknesses, include different types of
data collection and analysis, and different information on environmental impacts. Combining tools can
lead to better prioritization, decision-making and increased engagement. Based on the predetermined
improvement goal, one tool per se might not deliver the desired outcome. Thus, combinations of
tools that support each other should be considered e.g., the overall GPM for the entire vehicle frame
operation could have been quantified and together with a screening LCA could be used to verify and
prioritize the most significant environmental impacts and engage personnel in improvement actions
on the shop floor. Because EVSM and WFM were the only methods capable of identifying the root
cause of quality scrap generation, one of these methods was necessary for our particular case study.
Figure 8 illustrates the integration of environmental assessment tools discussed in this paper, based on
four stages of LCA.
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Stepping outside the system boundary, a limited LCA investigation focusing on alternatives to
the current steel scrap recycling was conducted. Most of the generated scrap is currently transported
165 km for cast iron foundry. However, transporting the scrap to a steel supplier (452 km) could
result in better use of existing alloy elements. The climate cost for the longer transport to the steel
supplier is 2.3 kg CO2 (see Figure 9), whereas it is 0.8 kg CO2 for transport to foundry. This can be
compared to the climate cost of the ferro-nickel alloy in 39.6 kg of product scrap which is 9.65 kg CO2.
This is significantly greater than the climate cost of extra transport to the steel supplier. Nevertheless,
the generic dataset used to model the steel does not exactly match the actual steel quality, so this
potential improvement action must be confirmed with actual steel qualities.

Table 4 provides answers to the question posed by the company in this study.
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Table 4. Main answers of the industrial questions posed in the case study.

Focus of the Case Study GPM EVSM WFM LCA

Which sub-process has the most
environmental impact?

GPM pinpointed several environmental
aspects e.g., scrap generation in metal sheet
bending, plasma cutting and k-zone; high
energy consumption at hydraulic systems

and a pneumatic truck in metal sheet
bending; high energy consumption at heat
treatment; hazardous ash from blasting and
plasma cutting; water waste and chemicals

generated from phosphating; and other
sustainability issues such as safety risks in

surface treatment and high noises from
punching machines. However, it was

challenging to quantify the environmental
aspects and correlating impact.

EVSM concluded that the
punching machines produces
the greatest number of quality
scraps and was thus the most

important environmental aspect.
However, due to complexity,

EVSM did not consider
environmental aspects such as

noise and water and energy
consumption.

According to the WFM, the most scraps are
generated from punching machines,

plasma cutting, surface treatment, and
metal sheet forming. However, quality

scraps from the punching machines had the
greatest environmental impact. In addition
to scrap generation, environmental aspects
such as waste segregation, transportation
and hazardousness were considered. For

instance, 38% of process fluids waste from
surface treatment are sent to destruction,

which indicates that this process has large
environmental impacts and costs.

According to the LCA, from a product
life cycle perspective, it was found that

steel coil production has by far the
greatest environmental impacts (climate
impact, eutrophication, acidification and

smog). Therefore, scrap generation
during production is of large importance.
Furthermore, quality and design scraps

have greater environmental impacts than
energy use in the plant.

How much scrap is generated in
the vehicle frame production
process and in the respective

sub-processes and why?

Metal sheet bending, plasma cutting and
k-zone produced the most scrap. However,

it was challenging to collect quantitative
data and determine environmental impacts,

and therefore GPM did not correctly
prioritize punching machines. GPM also

failed to localize the root cause scrap
generation points.

The most scraps are generated
from punching machine plasma
cutting, surface treatment, and

metal sheet forming. EVSM
localized and quantified scrap

generation throughout the
process and identified the

reason for the scrap generation
at sub-process level.

WFM identified that quality scrap from the
punching machine has the greatest

environmental aspect. The proportion of
scrap generation compared to production

was also calculated.

Data on all major waste flows were
quantified with LCA; first for the whole
process output and then based on their
relative impact, improvement potentials
are sought. It is not unusual to identify
hitherto unknown flows during LCA
since mass balances are often used to

check inputs with outputs.

What improvements can be made
to move towards circularity,

decreasing scrap generation and
environmental impact?

GPM identified various environmental
aspects and pinpointed their origin in the
process but not specifically suggest any

improvement.

Quality scrap should be
improved with a better

inspection and logging system.

Waste segregation potentials should be
improved.

The comprehensive LCA could find and
prioritize the greatest environmental

aspects based on their relative
environmental impact. The improvement
potential for improved metal recycling
could also be quantified but a detailed

inventory of the process and
sub-processes is needed to point out

specific process steps to be modified for
better material efficiency.
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6. Conclusions

Previous studies have shown that there is an insufficient use of practical tools and methods on
the manufacturing shop floor for regular environmental performance assessment and improvement.
Recent studies have shown that the green lean concept has begun to address this gap. Therefore, in this
paper, four common environmental assessment tools used in Swedish manufacturing industry −GPM,
EVSM, WFM and LCA−were used to assess the environmental aspects of a vehicle frame production
process but with a focus on material efficiency and metal scrap generation. These tools were compared
in terms of use experience and features as well as results achieved to fulfill the objectives of this study:
To help practitioners and scholars to understand the different features of each tool, so in turn, the right
tool(s) can be selected according to particular questions and the industrial settings. Although this
paper focused on material efficiency and metal scrap generation, other environmental aspects such as
energy use, material consumption and chemicals (hazardousness) were also considered when applied
the tools.

A literature review revealed that a tool benefits from the following essential features to enable
environmental improvements in manufacturing:

• Being hands-on and operational, supporting collaboration and understanding between different
internal and external actors;

• Being easy to learn and implement, visualization, time efficiency, continuous improvement
and engagement;

• Including root cause analysis, being harmonized with ISO 14001 and supporting the go-to-gemba
concept;

• Being goal-oriented, supporting measurements, and being focused on a limited area of influence
while supporting systematic work procedures (standardized work)

The results of deploying the selected tools in terms of use experience and feature comparison on
the same manufacturing process are presented in Table 2. The tools are compared in different features
such as result type, operation level (site, process, cell), resource type, time required for data collection
and analysis, end-of-life scenario, software demand (price), visualization type, guidance documents,
ease of learning (knowledge requirements and days), and go-to-gemba.

Table 4 presents the application of these tools in a real-time industrial case study with focus on
material efficiency and metal scrap generation. According to the results, the tools have overlaps
and differences. Each tool has strengths and weaknesses that depend on variables such as the
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question posed, expected results, the level of evaluation (site, process or cell), and the accessibility
of data. GPM can effectively generate an input-output model, providing a visual overview of
environmental problems; EVSM shows selected environmental aspects alongside production-related
data and information flows, which enhances understanding; WFM provides a detailed analysis of
material and waste flows along the waste management supply chain; LCA can help understand
the degree of environmental impact associated with different environmental aspects and therefore
is essential for correct prioritization and to avoid sub-optimization. It is also concluded that data
collection for the various tools can be performed at the same time, allowing for parallel application
of more than one tool with minimal extra time and resource efforts. Combining tools in this way
can provide a superior answer to a specific question and better guide and prioritization of shop
floor solutions.

The results indicate that there is no such thing as “one right tool” superior to others. Rather,
a combination of tools is suggested for different types of data and analysis, and to assess various
environmental impacts, which results in better prioritization and decision-making and increasing
the effectiveness and efficiency of the operation, environmental performance and the value stream in
terms of lean and green. Future research might deploy the tools at more manufacturers with different
variables relating to, for example, company size, industry type, product type, and auxiliary and
residual material types. Future research can also include SMEs which generally have fewer resources
to monitor environmental issues. Additionally, the case study focus was carried out at a company
using metal as a primary product material. Future research could replicate this research in other
industries that use different primary product materials, such as plastics.

Supplementary Materials: A deeper description of each tool is available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-
1050/11/7/2173/s1.
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